In this study, methodologies for estimating the accident mitigation ratio using the collision avoidance device are discussed. In these methodologies, the driver's braking or steering and viewing behavior are investigated in a driving simulator. Braking or steering behaviour was identified in terms of the reaction time for braking or steering in order to avoid a collision or lane deviation and viewing behaviour was identified in terms of the duration from looking off a leading vehicle to looking back. Next, to investigate the combined effect based on the reliability of driver and the reliability of system, two different kinds of reliability-estimation model simulating its operating status were constructed. As an example study applying these methods, the effectiveness of the device supplying the aroma to increase the attention level for collision avoidance is quantitatively estimated through the statistical calculations based on the reliability-estimation model.
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Normal system operation 1-Es #3 1 (100%) Driver's operation error during normal operation Ed2 Fig.2 Integrated error of human-machine system. The integrated error as human-machine system can be calculated by multiplying driver error when using the system with system error. The integrated error is depicted as shown with gray area (#1+#2+#3). If the gray area meaning the risk in using the system is smaller than the risk without system (Ed0), it is regarded as the system is effective for reducing the risk of traffic accident.
2・2 モンテカルロシミュレーションによる定量化（時系列信頼性モデル）
上記の図 2 Carlo simulation. The situation of driver error means the situation when the driver is distracted likelihood of looking aside.
The situation of system error means the situation when the system has malfunction. The integrated error as the parallel system can be simulated with time series simulation. When the total error time of the parallel system is longer than the time for risk avoidance, it is determined as the traffic accidents had occurred. This time for risk avoidance can be calculated with Stopping Distance Algorithm. The input values for the simulation such as the error continuation time and error interval time of driver is put into the simulation using the database of driver behavior which is investigated in a driving simulator study.
この時系列信頼性モデルでは，例えば追突回避の場合であれば，ドライバとシステムとが共にエラーとなり，
そのエラー（図 3 右下に表記する Error time of Parallel System）が，事故回避余裕時間（Time for Risk Avoidance） longer than (to+1/μ2) meaning the time latency after the risk of accidents occurred, the accident occurs. The statistical probability of the accidents can be calculated based on the system reliability of the parallel system. The parallel probability of driver error and environmental error is performed the integration in the duration of the risk continuation, and the accident probability is quantified. we focus on the reaction time to avoid the risky driving situation in terms of its 63% of accumulated frequency. In this study, it is shown that the reaction time to avoid the collision to the leading vehicle is shortened when the aroma was supplied to the driver.
表 1 には，芳香を供給しない場合と芳香を供給した場合での，追突を回避する際のドライバ行動の特徴量を示 
している．

